WELCOME
TO THE ECO.3 CLEANING REVOLUTION

Thank you for your purchase.
In your Home Starter Pack you will find the following products:
1 x Kitchen Trigger Spray
1 x Bathroom Trigger Spray
1 x Window Trigger Spray

1 x Kitchen ECO-Refill Sachet
1 x Bathroom ECO-Refill Sachet
1 x Window ECO-Refill Sachet

1 x EMR Striped Cloth
1 x Evolution Cloth
2 x Cube Cloth

Instructions for use
With all trigger sprays, turn the nozzle to the ON position and spray directly onto the surface so that the surface has a
light coating of product. You can use any of the MicroFlex Microfibre cloths in your pack to simply wipe away the dirt.
Wash out the dirt from the cloth in hot water and leave to dry.
For stubborn or burned on stains, simply repeat the above procedure and allow the liquid time to penetrate into the
stain. Use the EMR cloth to agitate the stain as detailed below.
We recommend using the Evolution Cloth to clean all surfaces, either kitchen or bathroom. You will use the EMR
cloth where you may have stubborn stains and these are easily removed by the reinforced red poly strip on the cloth.
Once you have removed the stubborn marks, simply reverse the EMR cloth to the full blue microfibre side and wipe
away the remaining dirt.
Both the EMR and the Evolution cloths can be machine washed over 300 times and re-used.
You can use the Cube cloths for all purposes around the home. They are well suited to cleaning windows and cooker
tops. These cloths can be washed over 100 times and re-used. Please note that the MicroFlex Window Glove is a
fantastic addition to your collection and will speed up window cleaning, leaving your windows sparkling and streak
free.
NOTE: Please ensure that you do not add fabric conditioner when you wash your MicroFlex cloths as this will damage
them and make them less absorbent.
ECO-Refill Sachets
When your trigger spray is empty, simply remove the trigger spray top and fill the bottle with cold water up to the
700ml fill line clearly marked on the product label. Take the correct ECO-Refill sachet and snip off the top using a pair
of scissors. Position the teat of the sachet over the bottle neck and squeeze the contents into the bottle. Ensure you
have added all the sachet contents. Replace the trigger spray top onto the bottle and shake well to ensure that the
product is diluted throughout. You are now ready to use the spray again.
Please wash your hands when finished and place the used sachet in your plastic recycling bin.
Ingredients in ECO.3 Cleaning Solutions
All ECO.3 Trigger sprays and ECO-Refill Sachets contain natural plant-based ingredients together with <0.05%
anionic surfactants in our ready to use product. These are blended to form an effective colloidal product that has
no toxicity, no VOC’s, non hazardous and can be directly disposed of down surface drains under current EU
Regulations. There is also <3% allergen free water-based perfume added to the ECO.3 Bathroom products.
Please contact us if you require more information.
Food Safe
The ECO.3 Kitchen and Window cleaning fluids have been tested by Campden BRI and are safe to use on all
food preparation surfaces when used with a clean damp MicroFlex Cloth.
Please note our cleaning solutions remove 99.9% of soils, dirt and germs when used as directed, leaving your surface
clinically clean, safe for you, your pets and the environment.

